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ABSTRACT

In this Paper, the time-assisting code techique capable of
defeating the repeat jamming is presented. The construction
and antijamming performance of this technique are described
and analyzed. This technique not only is robust to repeat
jamming of Remote Control/Telemetring and Communication
Systems, but also is used in multi-address remote control/
telemetring, multi-address communication and radar systems.
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INTRODUCTION

In electronic countermeasure environment,the repeater or
follower type jammer has always been a major concern because
they are both simple and effective, especially to remote
control/telemetring and communication systems. The repeat
jammer operates by detecting the signal transmitting channel
and then retransmitting the signal with some arbitrary phase
( ) or retransmitting a narrowband noise signal centered at
this frequency. In this way, the jammer power is
concentrated only on the transmitting channel thereby
increasing jamming effectiveness. Traditional methods for
countering this threat have concentrated on frequency
hopping (FH) and spread spectrum techniques with attendant
synchronization and high-speed frequency synthesizer
problems. A method that has been known for many years as
random frequency shift keying/frequency hopping (FSK/FH),
also sometimes referred to as independent FSK/FH,is
available. These methods for countering repeat jamming are
the type of transfering of transmitting frequency. It would



appear to be very desirable if a type of trnsfering of
signal code could be developed.

The time-assisting code theory and technique is a new
concept of encipher and antijammimg technique, which was put
forward by us recently. It is a method of transfering signal
code, with the advantages of antijamming efficiency and
simple circuit. Because it has following two characteristics
we refer to it as time-assisting code.

(1) It is a group of code changing with time or command
bits.

(2) It associates itself with signal code by a type of
logical operation.

This paper analyzes time-assisting code principle and
performance against repeat jamming, providing insight into
the effectiveness of this technique in confronting the
repeat jammer. Data transmitting is acheived via 2-ary
PCM-FSK singaling. In this paper, some overelaborate
probability formulas and curves for repeat jammer using
noise modulation or all retransmitting are omited. Because
of involving the stipulations concerned, concrete practice
methods and reciever circuit model are omited too.

TIME-ASSISTING CODE CONSTRUCTION

We mentioned above that time-assisting code has two
characteristics in instroduction. As long as they have
time-assisting code have following two functions, repeat
jamming can be confronted.

(1)  The code integrated by signal code and time-assisting
code by a type of logical operation in transmitter and it
retransmitted by repeat jammer are able to reform quadrature
(or orthography) each other in the quadrature-separating
system of receiver.
(2)  In the quadrature-separating system of receiver,
signals coming from transmitter and repeat jammer can be
separated by contryary operation (i.e. time-assisting
recode).
The longer relative code length, better antijamming
effectiveness.
Give one of simple examples of time-assisting code as
following:



0 1 0 1 , 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 , 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 , 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 , 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 , 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 , 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 , 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 , 1 0 1 1
   :         :
   :         :

These example codes is produced by respectively to add 1
from left to right with time at every bit of commands. The
practical circuit of this example is simple.

ANTIJAMMING PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

The antijamming performance of time-assisting code is the
performance that signal code and jamming code retransmitted
can be separated in receiver by contrary operation. The more
easy they are separated, the better the antijamming
performance of time-assisting code.
Give one of examples to explain the performance as
following:



where

Time-assisting code transfers once with time at signal code
bits.
Relative code length of time-assisting code is four bits.
Operation and contrary operation are logic Same operation.
i.e. C(t)=A(t) B(t)=A(t)B(t)+A(t)B(t),D(t)=Cr(t) B(t)=Cr(t)
B(t)+Cr(t)B(t).

Separating A(t) and D(t) is able to adopt digit frequency
filter or non-coherent maximum likelihood detector. In
signal code rate less than 10KC, monolithic processor
sampling filter can be adpoted.
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